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Corporate Research - looking ahead
Frequentis develops highly reliable communication and information systems for safety-critical solutions in 
the key markets air traffic Management and Public safety & transport. Our mission has guided us in our 
journey related to digitisation of communication, be it on land, on sea, or in the air. in our research projects, 
we usually work together with key customers and top-level research partners.

in our cooperations, we pave the way for new technology by improving it through research work to reach 
higher technology readiness levels (trls). as a result, such technology can enter operational scenarios at 
our customers. Often, we succeed in transforming successes of one market segment into other segments as 
well. For example, we consider our work on system Wide information Management (sWiM) in atM a valuable 
investment that also allows other segments to benefit from business-to-business information exchange 
solutions that have matured in a highly demanding field of application. this issue of the research Bulletin 
highlights new developments in networks, be it voice communication related such as Mission critical 
Push-to-talk (McPtt), or focusing on data exchange such as iPv6 mobility solutions for satellite-based 
communication or maturing l-band Digital aeronautical communications system (lDacs), the upcoming 
standard for air-ground communication in atM. We also report on activities related to flying objects: 
advanced briefing concept for aircraft pilots or detection of drones in critical areas. as the human operator 
is finally in charge of most critical decisions, our systems need to be built in the best possible way to support 
these critical situations. We have various ongoing activities to analyse the work of those decision makers 
with the objective to figure out which obstacles need to be removed to guarantee a smooth work style for 
operators. With the ampleness of topics covered, we believe there is something in it for everyone – we hope 
you enjoy reading. Feel free to contact us if you want to discuss topics of particular interest to you: our 
experts will be more than happy to exchange views and elaborate further.

hannes Bardach, ceO     Georg trausmuth, Director corporate research
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Many beneficial civilian applications of uaV have been proposed, from goods delivery and
infrastructure surveillance, to search and rescue, and agricultural monitoring. the u.s. aviation safety 
agency predicts 1.6 million commercial and 3.5 million drones used by hobbyists by 2021. currently, there 
is no established infrastructure to enable and safely manage the widespread use of low-altitude airspace 
and uaV operations, regardless of the type of uaV.

One of the attributes of the utM system is that it would not require 
human operators to monitor every vehicle continuously. therefore, 
the uaV must be equipped with obstacle detection and collision 
avoidance sensors for self-optimisation and self-protection. this 
technology is becoming more prevalent in both the consumer and 
professional sectors, but is limited to range.

the high-tech companies cOMsOFt solutions Gmbh and Knowtion 
uG, both homebased in Karlsruhe, Germany, are researching 

prototype technologies for an uaV traffic Management (utM) system that could develop airspace 
integration requirements for enabling safe, efficient low-altitude operations.

to overcome the limited range of currently available collision avoidance sensors, Knowtion uG integrated 
an additional lightweight sensor into an uaV to detect surrounding air traffic within a range of over 100 nM.

the data format complies with the eurOcOntrOl surveillance information exchange protocol and can 
be used either for automatic conflict detection and avoidance during flight operations in the uaV flight 
management system or to be fed into a situational awareness display to provide human managers the 
necessary data to monitor low-altitude uaV operations and conformance.

the cOMsOFt solutions’ surveillance Data Display (sDD) tracks the uaV position and visualises the nofly 
zones including airports, public authority buildings, temporary reserved airspaces, and incorporates 
dynamic geofencing. the combination of uaV track information and trustworthy aeronautical data 
facilitate re-routing, separation management, sequencing, and spacing in hazardous situations like severe 
weather, ground proximity, and conflicting tracks. this concept underlines the key factors of safety and 
interoperability to safely and efficiently manage unmanned/manned aerospace.

Safe integration of Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (UAS) into the airspace 
author:  Jan Patrick Ziegler

about cOMsOFt solutions Gmbh:
cOMsOFt solutions Gmbh, is an internationally active air traffic control and air traffic management provider, headquar-
tered in Karlsruhe, Germany. as leading manufacturer in this domain for over 25 years, cOMsOFt solutions delivers sys-
tems and services to civil and military air traffic control authorities and organizations, and customers in every icaO region.

Knowtion uG was founded in 2011 and has been active for more than eight years in the research and development of algo-
rithms for sensor fusion and machine learning in a wide-range of domains. specifically, applications for localization and 
tracking of moving targets (e.g. aircraft) had been deployed in the air traffic management domain.
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For nearly 15 years Frequentis has been working on the detailed design, development and standardisation 
of the l-band Digital aeronautical communications system (lDacs). this is the future data link for 
terrestrial-based aeronautical communications and a major element of the Future communication 
infrastructure (Fci). it meets all the requirements imposed on time-critical communications in 
continental airspace (airports, terminal manoeuvring areas and en-route). lDacs is targeted for 
deployment in the lower part (960–1164 Mhz) of the aeronautical l-band. 

lDacs will enable the atM modernisation and paradigm changes promoted by the sesar Programme 
such as trajectory-based operations. these new concepts foresee that increasingly more communication 
will be performed via the exchange of data. as a result, there is a vital need for powerful broadband data 
link technology that can support the migration from analogue voice to digital data communications.

lDacs is the solution to overcome the existing shortcomings as it is a future proof and scalable data link 
technology making very efficient use of the scarce spectrum in the l-band.

Frequentis is one of the major players collaborating in several european and national research projects 
all of which are contributing towards achieving a common goal - to operationally deploy lDacs in europe 
by 2028.

LDACS development & 
standardisation update
author: christoph rihacek

LDACS:
Full connectivity 

VDL Mode 2:
Kind of SMS

DSB-AM:
Analog voice
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Frequentis corporate research (cr) has accumulated significant experience in the areas of simulation 
and virtualisation through its work supporting various european space agency (esa) projects (further 
information available in 2016 cr Bulletin). 

cr is currently implementing a real-time testbed as part of the esa artes programme ’satellite 
communications for air traffic Management’ (atM) element (iris). this is the largest testbed developed 
to date by cr and consists of approximately 30 routers, switches, and servers. 

it enables the emulation of future aeronautical telecommunication network that will use the internet 
Protocol suite (atn/iPs) based mobility management solutions and multilink concept embedded in the 
european air traffic Management satellite and terrestrial atM communications. the testbed is based 
exclusively on iPv6 and supports Proxy Mobile iPv6 (PMiP), locator/identifier separation Protocol (lisP) 
and asymmetric extended route Optimization (aerO) mobility solutions. 

to test and evaluate these concepts, it is necessary to create a complete ‘virtual world’ incorporating 
multiple virtual aircraft objects, each hosting airline Operational control, air traffic service hosts as 
well as mobile routers. the testbed needs to present realistic situations and so uses only cOts hardware 
and includes a fully-fledged ground atn/iPs network comprising aOc and ats on-ground entities, local, 
global, and regional mobility management entities and an emulated atn/iPs gateway. the testbed also 
emulates the movement of aircraft flying over different regions using various mobile link technologies 
and providers.

A virtual world to evaluate IPv6 based 
mobility solutions for ATM
author: richard Prinz   https://artes.esa.int/iris | https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy_Mobile_iPv6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/locator/identifier_separation_Protocol | https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-templin-aerolink-75
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Military and public services are currently reacting to heightened threat scenarios from a variety of drone 
technologies including remotely piloted and autonomous vehicles. 

the asymmetric threats from extremism and terrorism, industrial espionage, and criminality pose a 
significant risk to both events and critical infrastructure such as airports. as a result, Frequentis and its 
subsidiary cns, together with several industry, research and governmental partners, are undertaking 
research into the area of drone detection and defence.

Frequentis and cns activity focuses on the display of the 3D location of cooperative and non-cooperative 
(unmanned) drones in a situational picture, combined with a proven incident & crisis Management (icM) 
solution. additionally, the system allows optical validation via a Pan tilt Zoom camera directly accessed 
via the icM. the key challenge is to establish how many cooperative and non-cooperative aircraft systems 
are flying in a given area by determining their speed, direction, and altitude in order to calculate the 
time it will take them to reach point X. information from a sensor mix, adaptable for different scenarios 
and areas, meaning urban and rural areas, and including radar, electro optical, and acoustic, is fused 
together. this is analysed to create a validated track and displayed in the situational picture. Workflow 
handling and checklists support the risk analysis and classification of the drone to aid the ‘human in the 
loop’ decision maker. this approach increases situational awareness and enhances communication and 
collaboration.

a follow-up project will commence in mid 2018. this will explore intervention methods to identify the most 
effective countermeasures for future deployment. in tandem, faster decision making will be facilitated as 
Frequentis focuses on communication and coordination of ground forces.

Drone detection and defence - countering 
emerging air threats
author: Michael strobl 
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this project has received funding from the austrian research promotion programme “Kiras”. Kiras is an 
initiative of the Federal Ministry of transport, innovation and technology (BMVit), managed by the austrian 
research Promotion agency (FFG).
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Improving civil-military interoperability
author: Gregor Berger

in most countries, a significant natural or man-made disaster will 
necessitate the involvement of a variety of organisations in all phases of the 
disaster management cycle. invariably this poses huge challenges in terms 
of major information exchange and activity coordination. 

the interPreter project aims to improve civil-military interoperability 
between the austrian armed Forces and governmental bodies through 
the introduction of it-supported information exchange without the risk of 
media discontinuities.

in the event of a crisis, the effectiveness and efficiency of the aid delivered 
can therefore be increased on the basis of information provided by a 
common overview of the situation. 

Building on current research findings, this project will use state-of-the-art software design methods 
to enable fully automated data exchange between civil and military management information systems, 
thus ensuring their semantic integrity. Furthermore, the modular structure of interPreter allows 
for generic expandability of the system, which is regarded as a basic pre-requisite for its sustainable 
usability.

the austrian Federal armed Forces and national warning centres use it systems to process data. 
interPreter offers the potential to electronically compare an overview of the situation between these 
highly secure systems by defining a common semantic model for data exchange. should a crisis occur, 
a shared situational overview can be generated and maintained. this would allow for data exchange in 
near-real time between responders of military and civil organisations, thereby increasing their collective 
effectiveness and efficiency.

this project has received funding from the austrian research promotion programme “Kiras”. Kiras 
is an initiative of the Federal Ministry of transport, innovation and technology (BMVit), managed by the 
austrian research Promotion agency (FFG).
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the work of control room consulting (crc) within Frequentis focuses on a user centric design process 
that follows international standards and places humans at the centre of any solution. this helps to achieve 
the goal of evaluating, defining, and designing a safe, performing, and resilient working environment 
where human limitations and health are important considerations.

We compare the control room to a production area where humans and machines work in optimised 
symbiosis to deliver the appropriate and agreed Key Performance indicators (KPis). humans will remain 
central in future systems and so continued operational refinement and resultant user acceptance are 
critical in achieving improved productivity within control room environments. 
crc puts the human in the centre by utilising four principles:

Balance user,
technology, and
business needs

Leverage 
productivity
optimisation
philosophies

Compare and 
prove with 
scientific
methods

Ensure user
acceptance

Following these principles, compliant to isO9241, we can ensure:

• a fit for purpose design
• the application of a user-centred design in the development of the system
• the required effectiveness and efficiency of human performance for all users
• the identification and management of human factors, threats, and errors 

Our customers have demonstrated that our user-centric design process works. national carrier air 
new Zealand has contracted Frequentis crc to help develop human Performance measures for a new 
air traffic Management (atM) system for new Zealand. this is a key element of the airline’s move to 
transform its services and work as one centre from two locations. the new system will be operational 
from 2020 On and will include new desks and displays housed in two new buildings in auckland and 
christchurch.

Control Room Consulting’s way to ensure 
user acceptance
author: Bettina arendt
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SASR supports situational awareness in a 
multi-remote tower environment
author: Michael Poiger

in the world of air traffic control (atc), the integration of automatic speech recognition (asr) into atc 
training started in the late 1980s (2). today, asr applications have transformed controller productivity by 
reducing key strokes, adding integral safety net functionality, and improving situational awareness.

however, the evolution of atc asr continues and with 
over 10 years’ r&D experience in this area, Frequentis 
is now working with DFs to address the requirements 
of sesar funded solutions PJ.16-04 and PJ.05.03.

the goal of PJ.16-04 controller Working Position 
human Machine interface (cWP hMi) is to further 
improve controller productivity by analysing the 
operational concepts applicable for asr and 
standardising the ontology for the transcription of 
transmissions. the solution to PJ.05.03 addresses 
the Multi-remote tower environment through 
the development of a speech recognition service 

supporting the multi remote tower concept to improve the situational awareness of the controller operating 
multiple remote towers. this is particularly critical in situations with parallel operations as there must be 
a complete overview of the on-going communications between controller and pilot, those between airports,  
and the ability for all parties to clearly distinguish between each other. 

to best support the operator, particular focus is given to integrating the recognised information in a user-
friendly way within the hMi. to get the best results it is very important to extract the relevant information 
from the actual voice transmission and this task will be eased by the developed ontology.

speech recognition applications are now commonplace in daily life. Products such as apple’s siri is in 
global use and companies like amazon and Google are constantly developing technology to enhance the 
customer experience. Frequentis is proud to play its part in this ever-evolving tech revolution by remaining 
at the forefront of atc r&D developing solutions to support operators as they maintain safety in the sky.

references
[1] sri international “siri-based virtual personal assisstant technology,” http://www.sri.com/engage/ventures/siri, n.d.
[2]. c. hamel, D. Kotick, and M. layton, “Microcomputer system integration for air control training,” special report sr89-01, 
naval training systems center, Orlando, Fl, usa, 1989.
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Common Information Space – an enabler 
for collaboration in disaster management
author: Gerhard Zuba  https://episecc.eu/

the provision of accurate information is vital for successful collaboration between all parties involved in 
disaster management. 

the main objective of the project ePisecc is to develop a common information space (cis) enabling 
seamless information exchange between stakeholders involved in european crisis and disaster 
management. 

the concept of cis ensures that the organisations participating in the information processes can continue 
to use their proprietary it tools applied for crisis management. unobstructed information interoperability 
can be realised by mapping the information to common standard formats and developing one adaptor per 
involved it tool, which links the tool to the cis. 

it is possible to set up sub-groups of participating organisations to manage different classes of 
information. this ensures that messages are only shared between the organisations involved in a specific 
event and sensitive information is protected from unauthorised access.

the ePisecc taxonomy and semantic services support the comprehension of information shared 
between organisations and tools which use different language, terms or abbreviations. 
a successful ePisecc cis Proof of concept exercise took place in Palmanova, italy, in May 2017 and 
involved the participation of First responders and civil protection agencies.

ePisecc is funded from the european community’s seventh Framework Programme FP7/sec 2013.5.1-1 
under the grant agreement no. 607078. 
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Semantic data containers realise full 
potential of SWIM
author: eduard Gringinger     http://project-best.eu/index.html

the Best* project aims to unleash the full potential of 
system Wide information Management (sWiM) by utilising the 
semantic container approach to shield developers from the 
complexities of data provisioning in air traffic Management. 

When combined with sWiM, semantic containers can facilitate the emergence of a marketplace of 
value-added information services and allow for complex derivation chains of data sets. existing data is 
intelligently filtered along these derivation chains, prioritised, combined, and annotated with additional 
information.

Best facilitates the organisation of data from various origins relevant to the operational scenario into 
semantic containers and keeps track of associated metadata. an Ontology-based description of information 
needs and semantic container contents facilitate automated data discovery. this makes it possible to re-
use already prepared data collections, avoiding the need to redundantly implement further data collection 
and preparation. as a result, the number of query request will drop and relieve the whole sWiM network 
performance wise.

employing the semantic container approach in sWiM makes scalability a key achievable. a first feasibility 
study showed that with an adequate Ontology-based representation of information needs and semantic 
container membership conditions, automated data discovery is possible in a large-scale setting.

*Best (achieving the Benefits of sWiM by making smart use of semantic technologies)

Best has received funding from the sesar Joint undertaking under grant agreement no 699298 within the 
framework o the european union’s horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. 
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Spatially aware Service Registry for 
Maritime Connectivity Platform
author: Josef Jahn                          http://efficiensea2.org/      http://stmvalidation.eu/

efficiensea2, led by the Danish Maritime authority, 
is a first generation e-navigation project that has 
brought together 32 maritime-related partners from 
12 countries to develop a Maritime connectivity 
Platform (McP). 

shipping companies, sea and port authorities, equipment manufacturers, service providers, and other 
stakeholders have contributed to the development of this connectivity platform which allows service users 
and providers to discover each other, validate identities, and facilitate the flow of information.

a key part of the platform is the Maritime service registry developed by Frequentis. the company is 
currently operating and hosting the registry which stores both service connectivity information as well as 
geographic service coverage information and even machine- and human-readable service specifications. 

approximately 200 services are currently registered and used every day by in excess of 300 vessels - from 
small barges to large container ships – as part of the sea traffic Management (stM) project which guides 
and monitors vessels in a similar way to atM. Bridge equipment on the ships automatically queries the 
registry with its current location and planned voyage route. the architecture of the Maritime connectivity 
Platform makes it extremely resilient, failure-tolerant and easy to discover thereby ensuring there is 
always a service reachable for a ship; and so it can play a part in supporting operational efficiency and 
safety at sea.

this project drew heavy inspiration from sesar*, applying principles like a service-oriented approach and 
the use of open standards. 

the concepts and technologies used by Frequentis are now being applied in other domains like air traffic 
Management. 

Parts of these activities have received co-funding from the european union’s horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme and the connecting europe Facility (ceF).

*sesar (single european sky atM research) 
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Network status knowledge with NWOK
author: Wolfgang Kampichler

With cyber threats becoming increasingly sophisticated, this places even more importance on the need 
to protect high quality voice communication in mission-critical domains. as a direct result, the ability to 
establish the exact status of a network, at any given time, is an invaluable aspect of protecting its integrity.

Frequentis corporate research has developed a network monitoring tool that actively measures the 
network using probes – for example, traffic typically arising from VoiP sessions. the tool - nWOK (‘is your 
netWork OK?’) - is a client server application sending traffic to a remote service for the evaluation of data 
received where it creates similar traffic being returned to the client. the client receives statistics such 
as information on packet loss, delay, and inter-packet delay variation from the server side and calculates 
its own statistics based on the traffic received. Periodically generated reports of time-window averaged 
values for inbound and outbound traffic are further used by monitoring platforms such as Zabbix. 

nWOK is a command line tool with some mostly client side configuration parameters. to get constant 
statistics, it can run automatically as a service or simply be initiated manually should a field engineer wish 
to obtain a snapshot of the network status. For in-depth investigations, a manual configuration may extend 
statistical values with measurement results taken from each sample received. 

nWOK can be utilised as the first level of security for a network as it provides a picture of what ‘normal’ 
performance should look like and therefore makes it easy to spot anything out of the ordinary.
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Knowledge-based SWIM service for 
enhanced digital briefing
author: eduard Gringinger   http://semnotam.frequentis.com/

the general aim of the semnOtaM*** project was to investigate the 
potential for using a knowledge-based approach to fully exploit the 
benefits of DnOtaMs** by providing complementary intelligent query 
and notification support. this would involve the use of a wide range of 
criteria based on event types, types of aircraft, location in space and progress in time. specifically, the goal 
was to develop the necessary semantic techniques for intelligent DnOtaM filtering and their application in 
a proof-of-concept prototype knowledge base framework. 

semnOtaM is a rule-based system. DnOtaMs are filtered and annotated based on rules. a rule describes 
a nOtaM* situation for which a specific classification is assigned. For example, a rule can state that 
relevant nOtaMs regarding apron ground markings are informative but not flight critical.

Prototype tests showed that a knowledge-based approach for DnOtaM filtering and annotation is feasible. 
evaluation for a sample flight showed that if information about currently defined event scenarios is 
published as DnOtaMs, the currently defined small set of business rules can be used to reduce the set 
of displayed DnOtaMs by around 35%. this can be achieved by hiding non-essential ones. current event 
scenarios cover about 65% of the nOtaMs in the sample flight for which importance can be determined.

«Application»
SemNOTAM

«Application»
Interactive Integrated Digital Briefing Prototype

«service»
AIXM51 Static Data (Aeronautical 

Features)

«Sevice»
AIXM51 Dynamic Data (DNOTAM)

SemNOTAMWebServiceClient

MET (Meteorological Information)

«service»
AeronauticalMaps

«service»
ePIB

«service»
Geoserver (WFS WMS)

«service»
SemNOTAMWebService

SemNOTAMWebService

«serviceInterface»
SemNOTAMWebService

+ evaluate()
+ evaluateFeatureCollection()
+ evaluateInterestSpecification()
+ evaluateInterestSpecificationForFeatureCollection()
+ evaluateInterestSpecificationForNotamSet()
+ evaluateNotamSet()
+ getAerodromeById()
+ getAerodromeIds()
+ getAircraftTypeIds()
+ getAtsSegmentById()
+ getAtsSegmentIds()
+ getFirById()
+ getFirIds()
+ getTransitionSegmentById()
+ getTransitionSegmentIds()

«hmi»
ePIB HMI

Airspace User (Pilot, 
Dispatcher)

* nOtaM (notice to airmen)
** DnOtaM (Digital notice to airmen)
*** semnOtaM (Ontology-based representation and semantic querying of Digital notices to airmen)

this project has received funding from take Off, the austrian research, technology and innovation Funding Programme of the 
austrian Federal Ministry for transport, innovation and technology (BMVit). the austrian research Promotion agency (FFG) 
has been authorised for the Programme Management.

*sesar (single european sky atM research) 
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Unite Crowd Com – a new cloud service
author: Kuno skach, Managing Director, control center apps Gmbh

imagine the scenario: there is a severe flood. the local authorities require the help of 
volunteers and nGOs to tackle its impact on people and the immediate environment. so, in 
the interests of best coordination, they share a crowd com activation code via Facebook 
and volunteers install and activate the crowd com app. 

now they can receive spoken instructions and announcements directly on their smartphones. Perhaps it 
is cold and still raining heavily and the volunteers do not have free hands. it is therefore extremely helpful 
that announcements are played automatically through their smartphone speaker or earphones – the 
recipient needs to take no further action in order to receive them.

the authorities have deployed several small control centres to coordinate local operations. using laptops 
with internet access, they send announcements to the volunteers in their respective areas. they can also 
monitor the coverage of each announcement within the control centres and, where the instructions are 
extremely important, they can request that volunteers confirm receipt of an announcement. crowd com 
then shows a map of the locations indicating where these confirmations have been received. to channel 
enquires, a call back number is transmitted along with each announcement. 

apart from the scenario above, there are a multitude of further uses. For example, it can be deployed 
during large-scale events or for communication on a railway or within airports where common, meaning 
same message communication, is required for transmission to internal or external staff.

unite crowd com has been available since June 2017 and was designed and developed by control center 
apps Gmbh, a sister company of Frequentis.
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Mission Critical Communication
author: Wolfgang Kampichler 

the introduction of McPtt (Mission critical Push-to-talk) as a new global standard to ultimately replace 
legacy group communication systems prompted Frequentis corporate research to launch an initiative to 
demonstrate the key advantages of this promising technology.

McPtt is based on lte and will be available 
for both, public safety (government) as well 
as commercial users via a shared network 
infrastructure, where public safety will have 
priority over commercial users.
Frequentis and its technology partners - austrian 
mobile radio provider a1, italian lte mobile core 
network provider athonet and spanish McPtt 
application provider nemergent – created a live 
demonstration in austria involving a scenario 
where a flood crisis occurred in the vicinity of a 
power plant. 

Different terminals and lte networks made up the solution. this consisted of an lte network from 
a1 and a 5G-ready complete lte mobile core network including iMs (iP Multimedia subsystem) from 
athonet. nemergent provided a core element in the form of the McPtt client and server components and 
Frequentis, the control room solution. the Multimedia-collaboration Platform 3020 lifeX enabled cross-
coupling (lte, tetra, emergency telephone calls) and mixing media as well as tacking the resources 
onto the embedded Geographical information system (Gis). 

During the demonstration, mobile broadband network coverage was combined with a deployable micro 
system. this allowed private and group calls to be established between professional field units and the 
dispatcher, which provided tracking and location information. 
emergency teams wearing helmet mounted cameras were able to stream live hD video to the control 
room and this enabled the command teams to direct personnel and resources more effectively and 
efficiently in response to events on the ground.
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